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Ad Board to prepare declaration
of student rights, new constitution
Ed. Note: The following is a
statement from
Stan
MeKnight, Chairman of the Advisory Board, regarding the
events of the past week and
clarifying the role of the Ad
Board in those events.
At a regular Ad Board
meeting on Oct. 30, questions
raised by the Student and
specifically the letter from
Gene Schiller were discussed.
It became clear to us at that
time
that Bates students
would no lc-nger accept a second-rate citizenship in this
academic community.
The
doctrine of "in loco parentis"
could no longer be tolerated.
Wo decided at that time to
write a position paper on stuSpeakers address the 275 students who attended Tuesday night's meeting in the Chapel. dent rights and powers with
the long range goal of establishing a new student government and investing it with
real powers and responsibilities. The Ad Board met again
on Mon., Nov. 3, to discuss
with interested members of
Ed. Note: The following is the Teachers accepts the fact that conduct, together with such the student body what this
text of the American Federa- college-age men and women further rules and regulations position paper or declaration
tion of Teachers Statement on are adults and should exercise as are established by commit- of rights should contain. Latstudent power and student the full rights of United States tees composed of students, er Mon. evening the Ad Board
rights. The statement has citizens.
The
AFT
has faculty, and administrators passed unanimously a motion
been endorsed by the Advisory long supported the right to governing academic affairs. I to publish the statement
Board. It was presented to the vote for those eighteen years
All power, including stu- print in the week's Student.
student body
by
Randy of age and over. In keeping dent power, must be limited ' It was thought at that time
O'Neal at Tuesday night's with that position, the AFT al- by the constitutional rights of that a poll might be taken
mass meeting. It is presented so supports the right of col- the individual. Hence, a state- . Monday, Nov. 10, to elicit stunow for consideration by the lege students to exercise full
Con't. On page 2, Col. 3
' dent reaction to the position
Bates community.
rights and powers as members
Student Powers and Rights of the college or university.
Historically, student rights
The Colleges and Universities Advisory Council of the have ben stated within a conAmerican Federation of Teach- text in which the limitations
ers has authorized the release of the doctrine of in loco paof the following Position Pa- rentis prevailed. We believe
per regarding Student Powers that this doctrine should be
and Rights. This position pa- abondoned and that students
per was prepared by Dr. John should be accorded all of the
Sperling, president of the Cali- rights of adult citizens.
fornia College Council, AmeriBecause our institutions of
can Federation of Teachers, higher education are the trainand Dr. John Galm, Executive ing ground for a democratic
Board of the California Col- citizenry and a democratic
lege Council, American Fed- leadership, the practices of
democracy must prevail in the
eration of Teachers.
The American Federation of academic community. Democracy can only be exercised
by individuals and groups if Students at the special Ad Board meeting held Monday night.
they share in the decisionmaking power which affects
by David Martin
their lives. Therefore, we hold
The Robinson Players un- that the necessary concomider the direction of Bill tant to student rights is stuBeard have come up with an- dent power.
By David Martin
It was suggested that perother first rate production.
The politics of change has haps the time had come for
This document will set forth
MaratiSade is an excellent those student powers and stu- come to Bates College. Mon- a change in student governperformance of an ambitious dent rights which seem to be day, Nov. 3, the Ad Board ment, not only in the personundertaking. It is not so much necessary to a democratic held a meeting at 6 p.m. in nel, but also in functions and
a play as an experience. One academic community. The res- the Skelton lounge. The speci- structure. The central idea of
which either in a positive or ponsibilities of students will fic purpose of the meeting, as the meeting was that student
negative way will have a be comprehended in their ad- chairman
Stan
McKnight should be able to adminisstrong effect on the theatre- herence to the laws of the pointed out, was to examine ter their own social lives at
goer.
state and nation and to the the rules students live under, Bates. Students should be conThe entire company cap- rules and regulations which the way these rules are made sidered adults and should be
Cont on Page 7, CoL 3
Cont on Page 4, CoL 5
they establish for their own and who makes these rules.

AFT statement on student rights, powers
presented for campus - wide considerations

Marat / Sade

The "politics of change" arrive

paper. Tucs. evening, Nov. 4,
a student body meeting was
held, sponsored by Paul Hills,
1
president of the sophomore
class. Although the Ad Board
had no part in the planning
I of this meeting, we did release our statement to be read
that evening.
There had been some talk
that the Ad Board has or is
; about to dissolve itself. We
have neither the intention nor
power to do so (since only the
I student body can form or dissolve student governments.)
We plan to take the direct
leadership in preparing a
Declaration of Student Rights
and Powers to be ratified by
the Bates students. We then
hope to establish the framework and constitution for a
new student government subject also to ratification by the
student body.
Cont. on Page 4, Col. 1

Tuesday meeting
stresses change
Tuesday evening an open
meeting was held in the chapel -to discuss action relevant to
constructive changes in the
current situation at Bates.
This meeting was originally
called by Paul Hills, class of
72.
Two hundred and seventy
five people attended. Among
those present were President
Reynolds, Dean Healy, Dean
Isaacson and several members
of the faculty.
Paul Hills, speaking first,
took the opportunity to apologize for the wording of his
statement to President Reynolds which appeared in the
Student, Oct. 31. He stressed
that his statement was intended as a challenge to action on the part of the President, and saw no reason to
apologize for that. In his
speech, he issued a call for
"massive,
immediate, constructive change." He outlined
a specific proposal for restructuring student government. Expressing his frustration with his "figurehead" office, Hills resigned as president of the sophomore class,
and asked that other class
officers consider taking the
same action.
The second speaker was
Shelley Perron, a member of
the freshman class. Seeking
equal rights for women, she
spoke specifically of the need
Cont. on Page 6, Col. 3
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Student rights and powers stated

From Page 1
have the power to es- no faculty member should
Michael W. Dorman merit of student power is in- should
tablish the amount of fees have the power to grade the
Business Manager separable from a statement of charged to each student for student's work other than to
student rights.
student activities (and such acknowledge credit
when
STUDENT RIGHTS
It is to be expected that any fees should be kept clearly earned.
There is one major point which is basic to the long student powers and rights for- distinct from tuition or special 2. Right to Free Association
range success of the current movement for change — mulated at this time will instructional charges.)
The
and Assembly
we must have a statement of student rights have to be further articulated student government should
Students should have the
and student powers. Such a statement will provide an as experience dictates their also have sole responsibility right to organize and join any
underlying meaning and direction to the specific, but limitations or reveals the am- for appropriation and ex- campus organization or ascurrently limited in concept, changes that are being biquity of their expression.
penditure of such fees or any sociation which is legal. Such
discussed.
Student Powers
other income accruing to the organizations and associations
We cannot ask for open dormitories without also 1. Power to Establish Student student body.
should be allowed to use
raising and answering the question of whether or not
Government
4. Power to Shore in
campus facilities, when such
students should have complete, exclusive is the word
Students should have the
Academic Decisions.
use does not interfere with inused in the AFT position paper, control over non-acad- power to establish a student The student government structional activities, subject
government of their choosing, should have the power to es- to the following conditions:
emic matters.
a. submission of its constiThe revision of the judicial system lacks meaning subject to ratification and re- tablish by mutual agreement
with the faculty and adminis- tution or statement of purand force until the students and faculty, administration view by the student body.
and trustees recognize that the student as a citizen and 2. Power to Legislate on Non- tration a means of sharing in pose and a list of officers, if
Academic Student Affairs. academic decisions of the in- any, and
as an individual has certain legal rights which are
Student government should stitution. Such power should
b. submission of a standard
not waived when he joins the college community.
We cannot attempt the restructuring of student have the exclusive power to extend to any disciplinary ac- statement of non-discriminagovernment until we have defined to our satisfaction legislate rules and regulations tion taken against a student tion.
Any question of the legaliwhich areas of policy making and administration governing non-academic stu- for academic conduct, and,
belong to this government. Further, we must recog- dent affairs such as residence further, it should extend to ty of an organization or asnize that any student government, whether it is hall behavior, student organ- decisions, and any other mat- sociation shou'.d be submitted
the Ad Board or a new, revised governmental system, izations, student publications, ters directly concerned with to the proper civil authorities.
must work within the entire college structure. Perhaps and the use of campus facilit- the teaching and learning ac- 3. Right to Freedom in all
Off - Campus Activities
this too points the direction that we must take. Once ies by student groups, subject tivity of the institution.
Student Rights
No rule or regulation of the
our student rights are openly established and recogniz- to the lawful rights of the coled we need no longer fear the possible loss of student lege corporation to protect the la Right of Freedom of Speech institution, from any source
and Expression.
whatsoever shall apply to a
power and student self-determination. We can then physical plant, except that
no student government shall
Neither student government student's off-campus activilook to establishing a community government.
It is up to the Ad Board to assume the responsi- abridge any of the student nor any faculty or administra- ties.
shall
4. Right to Privacy
ble leadership of this movement and to justify its ex- rights listed below. Such tive person or board
Student living in campus or
istence as a student-elected, student representative gov- power should include the right make a rule or regulation
ernment. The Ad Board, legally recognized by all ele- to delegate responsibility for abridging the student's free- institutional housing should
be free from any search of or
ments of the college, with access to the official channels specific regulations to the spe- dom of speech or the press.
Appropriate
steps
should
be
cific
group
concerned.
The
entry
into their rooms or
of change, can be more than student leaders in this instance. The Ad Board can become the campus leaders student government should taken to exclude any legal apartments except as authoof a drive for recognition and implementation of student also enforce these rules and responsibility or liability of rized by civil search warrant.
regulations through an esta- the institution for student 5. Rights to Freedom From
rights.
Double Jeopardy
•
The Student feels that the Ad Board was unneces- blished system of student speech or publication.
When student work on Universities should avoid
sarily hasty in its endorsement of the AFT position pa- courts and sanctions.
per, in light of its currently expressed reservations 3. Power to Levy and Expend news-papers, other publica- jurisdiction in any case under
Student Fees,
tions, radio or TV stations is civil jurisdiction. When a stuabout sections 2 and 3.
The student government undertaken for course credits,
Cont. on Page S, Col. 5
But the Student endorses, and urges the student
body to do so also, the principles stated in this paper.
However, it is imperative that we prepare our own, letters to the editor
letters to the editor
unique statement of student rights.
Paula F. Casey
Editor-in-Chief

letters to the editor

Except for one noticeably unpleasant and unnecessary incident, the tone of Tuesday night's meeting was
well controlled. The students who ran this meeting deserve credit for the control and the openness of comment which existed.
This meeting created a feeling of optimism and hope
as well as establishing a certain amount of impetus behind the idea of a re-examination of student government
and the formulation of a declaration of student rights.
Two hundred and seventy-five students, however,
do not represent the feelings of the entire campus. Each
student, whether or not he attended that meeting, has
an obligation to make known to his Ad Board representative his reactions to the statement on student rights.
The cause of action taken by the Ad Board will be student action to the degree that students participate in its
formation.
Attend next Thursday's Ad Board meeting. Be
vocal.
The Student admires President Reynolds' restraint
at Tuesday night's meeting in the face of an uncalled for
provocation. However, we are disappointed that President Reynolds has not yet made a statement to the students concerning the recent meetings and move toward
a declaration of student rights. We hopefully await a
statement of his support for the formulation of a comprehensive statement of student rights.
The Student admires the action of those three class
presidents who resigned in protest and frustration over
a meaningless position, and the willingness implicit in
this act to work individually for constructive change.
P.F.C.
Published weekly at Hathora HalL Bate* Ccllege, Lewiston,
Me. 04240 during the college year. Printed at Pine Tree Press.
220 Gamage Ave.. Auburn. Maine 04210. Second Class Postage
Paid at Lewiston. Maine.

To the Editor:
Let me wish you all success
in your effort to infect the
student body with a constructive and healthy sense of activism. Changes are certainly needed. My purpose, however, In writing this letter is
to comment on your recent article on William Baird. Let
me clarify a point first. While
it is true that Bill Baird was
convicted of displaying and
distributing a birth control device, on appeal the part of the
law prohibiting display of
said device was ruled unconstitutional.
Mr. Baird's concern and
sympathy for those poor women who suffer physical harm
and even death from illegal
abortions is admirable. No
less admirable is his loving
concern for small children
whose parents cruelly or
thoughtlessly mistreat them.
No man of good will wishes
such human suffering. Mr.
Baird is surely right, I feel,
in wanting to prevent further
suffering.
I must take serious issue,
however, with the means he
proposes for attaining the ends
he desires. The ends cannot
justify the means, for a good
result can not be caused by
an evil means.

Abortion is murder and to
aid in abortion is to aid and
abet in a murder. The welfare of the mother is certainly
important, but so is the welfare of the unborn child.
Many of those who support
present laws prohibiting abortions are trying to protect
the life of the unborn fetus
who is unable to protect himself. I believe that the way to
deal with this problem of abortion is to rely less on hardto-enforce laws and more on
providing counseling, information, and medical aid for
parents-to-be.
Nor is birth control the answer to the real social evils
of which Mr. Baird speaks.
The answers to these problems cannot be found by merely passing (or repealing)
laws or by attacking religion,
which wishes to help man
find answers. Only a reasoned
approach to the issues, combined with a high regard for
morality, can lead us to solutions of pressing problems, be
they Vietnam, drug addiction,
or abortion.
Douglas Hay man (71)
Dear Bates Students:
Congressman and Mrs. Philip Ruppe have asked us to
convey their apologies for not
being able to be at Bates on

letters to the editor

October 23 for the Congressman's scheduled speech. Congressman Ruppe was forced to
remain in Washington to vote
on several amendments added
to a housing measure passed
in the House that evening.
The Ruppes add that even
though they were here on
campus for such a short time
they were especially impressed with Bates and those students they met, both on campus and in the government
classes at which the Congressman spoke. They thank
Bates students for their hospitality.
The Bates College Republicans, also, wish to thank you.
Efforts to bring Congressman
McCloskey from California to
campus this Friday, as a
substitute f«r Congressman
Ruppe have been unsuccessful. However, we hope Bates
students will realize the nature of the problems presented by scheduling a Congressional speaker. We look foreward to their support in the
spring. Negotiations are presently under way to bring
either Charles Percy or Senator Brooke to Bates at that
time.
Betsey Brown
Chairman Bates CYR

THREE
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Congratulations
to critic
To The Editor:
As a new reader of the
Student, but one who is
cognizant of most of the problems enumerated in Gene
Schiller's article of October
24th, let me say first that I
was tremendously
pleased
with the article and the kind
of attention it received in the
layout of the paper, and second how strikingly different
in tone were Mr. Schiller's article and Mr. Shages's letter.
Mr. Shages' remarks were
obviously born of frustration,
*- and Mr. Schiller's of optimism. They can be significantly paired only because they
are both discussing the Bates
student body and its responses to the problems of the
world of the campus and beyond. And it is interesting, if
perhaps not crucial, to wonder whether the students are
about to "organize" and " 'actively' promote change", or
are unable to "appreciate
freedom enough to demand it".
Are Bates students activists or
children? I am writing to suggest that the advertisement
from the "Coordinator of Student Activities"
concerning
posters larger than 9x12 provides a clue.
Any
student
body, and that includes the
newspaper as an organ of the
student body, that can take
such things seriously is so
bound up in the minutae of
its daily organizational life
that it cannot possibly be
mobilized for any length of
time on any generalized or
long-range issue. Good luck
Mr. Schiller.
Sincerely,
Frederick B. Stecking

A BETTER WAY
Frustration and conscience
prod resignation
To the Seniors:
As you all probably know
by now, I have submitted my
resignation as your President.
At this time, I think that it is
important for me to inform
you of the reasons behind my
decision.
First, after many frustrating attempts this fall to find
the forgotten powers of the
presidency, and after many
futile thoughts about increasing the powers of that office,
I have discovered that the position is nothing more than
ceremonial, if that. As you
may remember when I campaigned for the office last
spring, I was full of hope and
optimism. I was sure that
something could be done. However I have discovered that
little can be done under the
existing structure. Therefore,
this decision, which is the result of much thought, had to
be made so that all of us can
re-examine the possibiliies for
student representation. By resigning from office, I feel that
I am helping to clear the way
for developing a more effective means for the expressions
of student power.
Second, it is a matter of
conscience for me. I campaigned for the presidency
stating that we could do better than we had in the past.
I thought that the President
had powers that had been forgotten, but at the same time

Mason resigns with regret and hope
To The Freshman Class:
On Tuesday evening, November 4, at the mass meeting concerning student government and student rights,
I announced my intention to
resign from the position of
freshman class president.
I
decided to make this move
upon realizing that , as class
president, I had virtually no
power nor influence upon
student government at Bates.
In my campaign this fall I
stressed the importance of our
involvement in our own affairs, the necessity for all
Bates students to be aware
of what is happening here,
and to be able to determine
what their lives at Bates will
be like. I still stress these factors and urge all freshmen to
work toward these ends until
they are realized.
During the campaign I stat-

ed that the freshman class is
the largest and potentially
most active and influential
class in the history of this
institution. I still believe that
this is so, and I feel that it is
our obligation, as the freshman class, to place our support behind the movement to
revise student government at
Bates and to make Bates students responsible, as I know
they should be, and strongly
desire to be, for their own
lives and affairs.
It is with much regret, that
I could not do more towards,
this end as class president, yet
it is with much hope and anticipation that Bates is on the
verge of becoming a college
where the students can not
only learn through books, but
also through living, that I
submit this resignation to you.
Steven S. Mason

COOPER'S RESTAURANT
FINE FOOD & QUICK SERVICE
Good Luck Bobcats — Win 'em all
403 Sabattus St.
Closed Sundays

Lewiston, Me.

I also thought that those powers could be retrieved and exercised again. Under the existing organization of student
government, that promise will
never be fulfilled. If I had
continued in office realizing
this impossibility, I would
have betrayed your confidence in me. Therefore, as you
can see, it would have been
impossible for me to continue
to be your president with a
clear conscience.
I must urge you to help devise a new system of government that would be more responsive, effective, and powerful. There is no way under the
present system.We MUST try
again.
Sincerely,
Bob Skelton
Ed. Note: Bruce Stengle, Senior class Vice President, has
also announced his resignation, in accord with the reasons stated above by Bob
Skelton.

Caution urged in
proposing changes
To the editor:
It appears from the last issue of the newspaper that
there is some concern on the
part of campus organizations,
committees, and just plain
folk about the pathetic state
of the normal Batesie. Cowering among the cozy, little
hamlets & sturdy, noble pines
of Maine, hung up in their lilly, white kingdom, the Bates
student, characterized in the
illusion of having a beer in
one hand and a ... in the
other, has been dumped upon
as apathetic.
The credo, either institutions of higher education are
places where education is the
primary
consideration
or
they are places where the social policies of political activists, dubbed moral healers,
run rampant, was based on
such examples as San Francisco State, Columbia, etc. and
it would be ludicrous to
strictly pass off
this
on
Bates. However, it is just as
ridiculous tosay that in relation to the "news media" colleges, Bates is terribly apathetic.
Being
characterized
as
sheep ready for slaughter, the
Bates society has been chastised and sharply criticized for
not taking action in regard to
administration neglects. There
may be sheep on this campus
but they are black sheep (no
race insinuation meant Mr.
ONeil) who have misread the
campus society. One must
hold an unprejudiced perspective of the Bates situation to
fairly judge it and those who
have so willfully and readily

To the Editor:
Mr. Hills is "tired" of "being snowed"by President Reynolds. He feels that the best
interests of many in the student body of Bates are being
hampered. He cares however
only about specific interests.
Many people are able to see
and feel the need for change.
Restlessness mounts quickly
for a great number of people
have found no meaningful direction. Although I sympathize with Mr. Hills' ultimate
to achieve these goals are
goals, the means being used
questionable.
Recently, a quote from Joan
Baez touched me and it
is
pertinent to what I am trying
to express.
"People are born honest and
they trust. I think this is born
into us. But it is difficult to
take this road so they choose
other ways. It is so much easier to shout 'Pigs' and to find
an enemy. But in your enemies you see your own intolerance and
stupidity.
You
never really conquer them.
It's like fear — you don't get
rid of it. It's always there, but
you can overcome it."
A sense of dignity lies at
criticized it for apathy have
failed to do so! !
Bates, like most colleges in
the country, is in a period of
uncertainty
and confusion.
However, if one regards the
overall history of this college,
the conclusion must be drawn
that a vast amount of change
has taken place on the campus. And though the results
have not shattered the problems confronting the world,
they have given "involvement" to the students here.
Each and every college is
geared to progress at a different pace as dictated by the
elements surrounding it. In
comparison to other colleges,
Bates may appear to be crawling like a snail and if this
pace was causing harm, then
by all means a shock would
be the definite order of the
day. However, it must be
granted that an abrupt shift
in mood usually has a destructive
element
involved.
Therefore,
in assessing the
tactics to be implemented to
motivate the supposed apathy
at Bates, the questions are
raised, is the present pace at
Bates a stumbling block for
preparation to enter society
and are the four years at
Bates a waste of time?
Granted changes are needed at Bates, but in seeking to
obtain and implement them,
caution should
be taken.
Or
has
it
become
the
fashion of the time to level
all tradition and present established functions at the
whim of the individuals claiming to seek relevance and an
individual identity? Change
should be instituted at Bates,
but in the present framework
and in a general move consistent with the present pace.
John R. Zakian

the base of every man's soul.
It keeps him standing when
his knees begin to buckle under the strains of everyday
life. One must respect this bit
of feeling in his fellowmen, regardless of how far short they
may fall of his expectations
of them. By gnawing at any
man's self-respect, we tend to
diminish ourselves and all the
causes in which we believe. A
sneering challenge provides,
a deterrent instead of paving
an avenue for progress. I believe a better way exists. Perhaps a request, led
by
a
please ....
Sincerely,
Sheila Tibbetts

Hills put down
To the Editors of the Student:
I am greatly surprised, and
even disquieted, that the Student, under its new policy of
subjectivity, would also sanction the dissemination of gratuitous insults.
The "challenge" to President Reynolds by Paul E.
Hills was an exercise in perfervid rhetoric which surpasses, by far, the bounds of even
minimal good taste. If it was
Paul Hill's intention to shock
and antagonize.he has succeeded admirably. The Student shares the culpability of
Hills by printing such immature, intemperate, and ill-conceived garbage.
I share the feeling, along
with many other people (some
whose position on school policy is definitely activist) that
Hills is an embarrassment to
the student body and certainly one to the Sophomore class
whom he was
ostensibly
elected to represent. Would
it not be fruitful for the
Sophomores who are embarraised by Hills' childish intemperance to look for a precedent for the impeachment
of a class officer? I suggest the
grounds of: misfeasance, malfeasance, and non-feasance.
I further suggest that Hills
is obligated to tender an apology to President Reynolds.
Might I hope that the "new"
Student will consider this desirable? It seems that in the
general rush to "reform" Bates
the Student has arrogated to
itself the role of being the
spearhead of the revolution.
Dare we hope that it will be
at least a polite revolution?
B. Hodge 70
Cont on Page 5, Col. 4

LOUIS P. NOLIN
Member American Gam
Society
133 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine
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COMMENT from p. 3

Dr. Levy-physchiatrie
consultation at Bates

"Protest a la Node"

by John Amols
Among the services provided by Bates College for its
student body is one that few
students are aware of and consequently one that few take
advantage of. This is the service of psychiatric counciling.
Each Wednesday, from 3 to
6 p.m., Dr. Richard Levy, a
Portland psychiatrist, is available to students for consultation. In discussing the service,
Dr. Levy emphasized two important aspects of it: first,
that all
consultations with
him are completely private
and second, that the service
is provided at nc cost to the
student. Dr. Levy said, "all
information is treated confidentially. It is as if I bring
my office up from Portland."
He added that the college
kept no records concerning
the visits and thai a student's
parents are not notified of
them. Concerning cost, three
to four visits are available to |
the student, with no charge.: Biology head impressed by student attitude
If the problems of a student
by Mitchell Groslcy
a biologist,
another
is a
cannot be solved in these visThe new head of the Biolo- school - teacher in Hawaii,
its he or she would be referred to a local counseling agen-; gy Department, Dr. Harold while the third is a student
New
cy for additional treatment. I B. Hitchcock, is a 1926 gradu- at Elmira College in
Williams
College. York. The family lives in LewDr. Levy has found, however, ■ ate of
that most problems were solv-1 Professor Hitchcock did his iston.
graduate work in Biology at
ed in two or three visits.
Professor Hitchcock
says
University
and that presently he is developStudents seek Dr. Levy's Harvard
aid for a variety ol reasons. taught at several other col- ing idea concerning the BiProblems such as acute de- leges before arriving at Bates ology Department and its
1938,
he ! program of studies. Ho is trypression, an identity crisis, and in September. In
• concern over one's sanity have taught biology at Canada's ing to become acquainted
been among the most common, University of Western On- with the campus and the faOiher problems that he has1 tario. His position there was iculty, and is working with
encountered in his consulta- an instructor in thp pro-medi- ! the rest of the faculiy on a
tions include study difficul- cal training program.
I new program — the DepartIn 1943, he taught biology ment Council of Students. This
ties, drug problems, family
problems, sexual problems,; at Middlobury College. He left group will al'ow the faculty
there in 1968 to take the po- !to hear the students' suggesand loneliness.
Dr. Levy feels that if a stu-1 sition as head of (he biology tions to the various depart dent is seriously disturbed i department at Bates. Profes- ; ments on campus.
sor Hitchcock also teaches
Cont. on Page 7, Col. 1
Professor Hitchcock feels
BiologylOO-101. He makes this
class lively through an as- that most professors would
sortment of jokes and puns rather teach a group of seriWhy not?
and accurate but comical dia- ous - minded students than a
grams.
group of geniuses. He noted,
Try Flanders first for
Professor Hitchcock is mar- however, that he was not saythings that are refresh- ried and has three daughters ing that Bates does not have
— one of whom is married to its share of geniuses.
ing and new in formal
"I am very much impressed
wear
with students at Bates, "Professor Hitchcock said. "They
SACK COAT
seem to m'e to be a serious
Eve. 6:30-8:30
and orderly group as much so
CUTAWAY COAT
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
as I've seen on
any
other
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To the Editor
but, asArthur Koestler says,
Protest a la Mode: on the "Prometheus is reaching out
Moratorium, the Washington for the stars with an empty
March, and other signs of a grin on his face."
"new culture":
Eloise Roth
Just to echo the scorn of
those crying to be left, or
Please print this. . .at
even new left, and not new P.S.
new left. . .If one likes to be least read It.
tromped upon, one might look
back in happy anger at the
days before Senator what'shis-name made a surprising
showing for himself in that
state somewhere north of New To The Editor:
York. And those who see their
I disagree violently with
individuality infringed upon the tactics of the Student Ad
by this growing mediocrity of Board and the three class
neurotic pseudo-liberalism, a presidents at the chapel meetblock that would certainly ing Tuesday.
fluoridate Walden Pond if givTheir goals for an effective
en the chance, in a kind of
American "cleanliness is next student senate form of govto Marxism" homogenation, ernment I whole-heartedly
must move on: not with dis- support. This still does not
dain because "those other peo- prevent me from speaking
ple" have finally come around, out against flamboyant tacbut with a little laugh at the tics to pressure the students
way they are doing it. The into committing themselves
war will end in the near fu- one way or the other. A small
ture, whatever that means, group polarized the student
momentum has shifted in fa- body into either or situations.
vor of sweetness and light, They're doing it again.
If it was possible to instiand one can imagine further
impeachment
actions
a Proctor and Gamble sham- tute
poo for beards in a little against the Ad Board members on charges of sheer bullwhile.
The Bates students who are shit, I would support it.
now flailing their arms in juScott Elliott Green
bilant liberality are, it seems,
Class of 1973
more a demonstration of frustrated sycophancy than of
any genuine conviction of the Position Paper From Page 2
advantages of humanitarianism. To borrow from that un- dent is charged with a campdoubtedly
soon-to-be-a-tole- us activity that can come unvision-serial musical, "Hair", der civil jurisdiction, if the
how can people have been so ; university or college presses
heartless, and indeed still be, i charges, he should be given
to their comrades right here at i his choice of civil or academic
When
civil
Bates, which certainly could jurisdiction.
benefit from a little intermu- | charges are entered by perral compassion, and profess sons other than the instituany sort of a bias toward ; tion, the institution should
peace and freedom elsewhere.
Charity begins at home, baby. ■ waive any jurisdiction in the
Also, one might question the case.
validity of a "movement" that
6, Right to Due Process
attracts people because of its
glamour,
popularity,
and
Whenever a
student
is
other advantages (you get to charged with an academic ofmarch in parades, miss Sadie fense and is subject to uniby going to see Washington). versity or college penalties,
The institutionalized protest he should have the right to a
and the quasi-hip dress and fair and impartial hearing.
behaviour that is catching on He should have the right to
at Bates is poignant if only counsel, to confront and crossbecause it was obsolete three examine witnesses, to records
or so years ago. It is all too of the hearing, and to appeal
reminiscent of the infiltration beyond the hearing board.
of the suburban kids into the Ideally the student should
urban pockets of quiet hip- have the right of appeal to an
pies, which they turned into a inter-college, state, or national board of appeal if colleges
toy for the mass media.
The wind is blowing in the can agree to establish such
right, or rather left, direction, boards.
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Further student govt. discussion
and action encouraged

.

From Page 1
New Student Government
Developing a new student
government must be dene
carefully and will require
time. Bates students should
not have to wait for this now
government befo e exercising
their rights. The present Ad
Board is far from being the
best form of student government but it can, if invested
with power by the students,
bring about the changes and
reforms necessary to assure
civil and adult rights for every
member cf the student body.
I have decided to postpone
ratification of the position
paper printed here until the
Ad Board is certain that this
document is appropriate to
the Bates situation. Faculty,
students, and administration
will be encouraged within the

next week to bring to our at' tention appropriate changes
and improvements
which
| should be made in the present document. It is my intention to bring the final document before the student body
for ratification during the
week of Nov. 17.
In summary:
1. There will be no poll on
Monday, November 10.
2. We urge you to discuss and
generate interest in the
position paper printed in
this Student.
3. The Ad Board has reservations concerning specific
parts of this document
(e.g. Sections 2 and 3 under Student Powers). Students and faculty are
urged to bring to the Ad
Board's attention any defects in this position paper.

STAN MCKNIGHT

The Ad Board will be dissolved only when students
ratify a new student government.
The Ad Board recognizes
its responsibility to pursue
with all possible speed student powers and rights necessary to the proper functioning of a democratic
academic community.
We urge any other legal or
ad hoc groups interested in

where the heads of all nations meet

achieving this goal to work ity to live off-campus, the
fact that dormitories can't dewith us.
cide visiting hours, the runThe Student Advisory ning of such concessions as
Board has formed a stand- washing machines and coke
ing committe for evalua- machines by the business oftion of courses. There will fice, the double standard apbe an organizational meet- plied to women's rules and
ing at 6:15 on Monday of the fact that students must
all who would like to get the permission of the
participate as members in school to get married were inthe effort to constructively cluded. The report ended by
criticize courses and profes- calling for student self-desors. Note that the work termination
which
would
done by this committee make Bates an adult instituwill be published and dis- tion, and a student committributed to the college com- ment to action.
munity.
After the reading of this
rough draft, it was discussed
just who to approach with
these demands. There was confusion about whether the faculty or the trustees had the
power to grant these privFrom Page 1
actions. It was suggested that ledges. As this question was
quarrel
this responsibility should be being debated, a
turned over to a new elected broke out between members
organization
which
would of the Ad Board and Paul
Hills and
Randy
O'Neil,
supplant the Ad Board.
The whole thrust of the members of the group which
meeting was to pass a state- called the Tuesday night meetment expressing these ideas. ing in the chapel. This quarThis statement would then be rel threatened to factionalize
presented to the faculty at the two groups working for
their next meeting. Gene the same goal, but eventualunderstanding
was
Schiller and
Dave Schuly ly an
had been asked by the Ad reached.
Board to draw up a rough
After much discussion, it
draft of such a statement.
was decided that the meeting
The main points of the
should be closed in order for
draft
were that students
should be considered adults the Ad Board to vote on
Schiller and Schuly's stateand given freedom of choice
and the freedom to make er- ment. However a new staterors. The students should ad- ment was introduced for disminister student affairs.
It cussion. This one was a resowas emphasized that the stu- lution on student rights which
dents were in no way threatening faculty control over had been passed by the
academic
affairs.
Current American Federation of Teachgrievances such as the inabil- ers.

Course evaluations
board to be formed
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Antiwar tactics: rallies or massive peaceful demonstrations
By Robert P. Hey
(Reprinted From The
Christian Science Monitor,
Oct. 24)

The two organizations planning this fall's antiwar activities are like two football
coaches with different game
plans.
Each has the same aim —
victory. But each has a very
different idea of how to get
It.
This divergence of views
underlies the differences in
tactics now becoming evident
between the Vietnam Moratorium Committee and the
New Mobilization Committee
to End the War in Vietnam.
The moratorium committee
organized the Oct. 15 demonstrations held in so many
American cities. It now feels
strongly that for the present
mass rallies have served their
purpose, and that the best
way to make the Nixon administration bring all American troops back from Vietnam is through indirect political pressure.
It plans to exert that pressure by organizing homogeneous groups against the war —
groups of physicians, or lawyers, or housewives — and
have them pressure their congressmen and senators to oppose the war.
The "New Mobe," as the
other organization refers to
itself, looks at things quite
differently. It believes that
despite the Oct. 15 rallies, a
massive peaceful demonstration still is needed to convince President Nixon that a
majority of Americans insist
the unpopular war be ended
(if, in fact, they do).
From its downtown Washington headquarters the "New
Mobe" continues its planning
for massive demonstrations
in both Washington and San
Francisco from the evening of
Nov. 13 through the afternoon
of Nov. 15. Adhering to longdrawn plans the demonstrations will have two principal
parts.
First will come a 40-hour
march of some 45,000 Americans, single file, from Arlington National Cemetery past
the White House to the Capitol. Each marcher will carry
the name of an American killed in the war, or of a Vietnamese village destroyed In
the fighting.
The windup will be a mass
march and rally within sight
of the White House. The "New
Mobe" officials have been

talking about getting 100,000
or more people for this.
One floor below the "New
Mobe" the moratorium committee is doing its thing. Its
leaders say privately that they
have canvassed the local
groups that organized the Oct.
15 activities in various cities.
They say these groups see no
point to another mass demonstration Nov. 15.
Education stressed
What local groups do want
to do is educate the public
into seeing things as the moratorium committee does. At
this point the committee itself sees its primary function
as education.
Thus the moratorium committee has recommended that
its loosely
affiliated
local
groups hold activities Nov. 13
and 14 like these:
House - to - house canvassing; coffee klatches; showing
of films and discussing of the
war; local hearings on the
war at which
congressmen
are invited to hear constituents' views; organizing special - interest groups — businessmen, lawyers, organized
labor — and getting them to
exert political muscle.
These kinds of activities can
be expected to continue well
into the future.
Leaders of the two national
groups took special steps this
week to deny that a split
exists in the peace movement
—and particularly that a rift
exists between them.
Each organization publicly
endorsed the other's activities.
The four leaders of the moratorium commitee pledged to
march in the "New Mobe's"
Nov. 15 mass rally and march
in Washington. They insist
bravely that their activities
will complement — rather
than detract from — each
other.
'Umbrella groups" noted
Privately, leaders point out
that within the peace community — as within the black
community and the white
community — there
have
existed differing opinions on
how best to achieve goals.
In fact, both national organizations are really umbrella groups, encompassing
individuals and organizations
of all shades of opinion, from
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Mobe's" six co-chairmen.
Method disparaged
His organization's official
acknowledged such
strong
statements might drive away
many in the "potbellied generation." But, he insisted, this
was a risk that had to be
taken if the "New Mobe" was
in fact to perform what he
considered its most important
role — molding and leading
public opinion.
He quietly disparaged the
moratorium
committee's
method of political understatement. "They just aren't
leading," he said. He viewed
their role in the Oct. 15 demonstrations as merely channeling existing public opinion
—rather than leading and
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From Page 1
for reform in the areas of reception hours in women's
dorms, in the sign out procedures, and in the "per" system.
She also charged that the
freshman woman was discriminated against in that she
was placed under a curfew
system during the first semester, and that the administration is responsible for the continued existence of these inequities.
The particular regulations
and restrictions cited in this
speech fall under the jurisdiction of the Women's Council.
Richard Goldstein, member
of the Ad Board, then spoke
of the need for a new student
government. He announced
the intentions of the Ad
Board to conduct a poll of the
student body on Monday, Nov.
10, to determine the extent
student dissatisfaction with
the current system. Following
this poll the Ad Board would,
he said, determine its policy
with regard to a new student
government.
The final speaker, Randy
O'Neal, class of 72, read the
text of the American Federa-

tion of Teachers position paper on Student Rights and
Powers. This statement,
he
announced, had been unanimously accepted at a special
Ad Board meeting Monday
evening. He also quoted briefly from the Bill of Rights.
The meeting was then opened for discussion from the
floor. Robert Skelton and Steven Mason first took the microphone and tendered their resignations as president of the
senior and freshman classes.
Several persons then expressed their satisfaction with the
spirit of the meeting and their
hope for it's results. Dave
Welbourne, president of the
junior class, refused to resign
his office. He expressed his
feeling that as an elected officer it was his duty to serve
out his term to the best of
his ability.
Though he had earlier expressed a desire not to make
an immediate, "off the cuff"
response to the students'
statements, President Reynolds came to the microphone
after John Shages charged
I him with cowardice and sugjgested that perhaps he too

Open 24 Hours a Day
319 Main St.

Lewiston

"We feel the understatement" is the more effective
way of gaining public support, he explained. This more
dignified, softer sell gains
more supporters in the world
of politics; he said pointedly.
"We have much more support
in the Congress." Many congressmen and senators supported the Oct. 15 demonstrations.

should consider
resigning.
President Reynolds spoke of
the need for taking time to
consider what sort of action
should be taken, feeling that
to move hastily would perhaps bring action that would
prove detrimental to Bates.
Stan McKnight, chairman
of the Ad Board, also stressed
that changes in our government could not be made overnight, that students must
carefully consider the substance of the statement on
student rights.
The Ad Board will hold a
meeting next Thursday to discuss the AFT statement and
begin to draft a statement
which will be unique to Bates.

SUPPORT
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For his part a top leader
of the moratorium committee
said quietly that although he
personally agreed with the
Lens views, he did not think
the moratorium
committee
had ever articulated them
publicly. Or if it had, it certainly had not stressed them.
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Students for a Democratic
Society and other new Left
radicals to established religious groups.
It should be no surprise,
they insist, that two organizations should decide to use
different tactics.
Private talks with leading
figures in both organizations
add another dimension. Each
frankly, thinks that the other
really isn't terribly effective.
A "New Mobe" official defended the repeated press conference references by one
of his organization's six national leaders to "corrupt
puppet Saigon government"
and "Mr. Nixon intends to
keep the war going indefinitely." The speaker was Sidney Lens, one of the "New
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Marat/Sade

*

"Exquisitely grotesque, moving"

Dr. Levey From Page 5
about a problem, he should
make an appointment to see
him and
that
a student
should not feel as if he is
ready for an institution before
he decides to seek help. He
said," it is important to get
to the problems early in development, before they become serious."
Last year about fifty students took advantage of the
counciling service and Dr.
Levy expects that more will

make use of it this year. Appointments are made through
the infirmary, with no reasons
necessary. Presently there is a
two to three week wait for an
appointment but Dr. Levy
stressed that, "emergencies
or urgent situations can be
attended to quickly."
Dr. Levy is also the psychiatrist for Westbrook Junior
College and was a participant
in last year's freshman experiment.

Clark's Pharmacy
NEW BRANCH STORE
NEAR BATES COLLEGE
Corner Campus and Sabattus Streets
Corner Main and Bates Streets

From Page 1
tures the misery of the asylum of Charenton very intensely. The slow introduction
of the inmates onto the stage
serves to convey the atmosphere of the play and to prepare the audience for the
climactic scene to come. The
individual inmates are exquisitely grotesque in their
characterizations of the insane.
John Shea, as Jean - Paul
Marat, attempts to portray
the fanaticism of the man,
but too often arrives at
monotony. However his performance does convey the
power of the demagogue. Ed
Rominc does a fine job of
portraying the aloofness and
the aristocratic bearing of the
Marquis de Sade. Although he,
like John Shea, could use a
little more variety at times.
One also feels, that he should
move about the stage more
instead of being confined to
such a small area of movement.
Perhaps the best performance of the evening is given
by Michele Lettiere, as Charlotte Corday. She achieves a
delicate balance between her
part as the determined assassin and a patient of an insane
asylum. Jay Scherma, as Duperret, on the other hand,
fails in his attempt to be
both the lecherous patient and
the moderate Girondist. The
patient he brings off very
well, however he lacks the
dynamism of the politician.
Phil Beauchesne is a constant
reminder of the establishment
in his role of M. Coulmier, a
man who profits from the
Revolution by becoming one
of the new aristocrats.
The Herald (John Pacheco),
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MOTEL
■own m
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and the singers (John Baraldi,
Chris Eddings, Deb Clendenning, and Nan Ciano) all give
good performances as does
John Rand in his role as
Jacques Roux.
Prof. Beard makes good use
of the large cast in conveying
a sense of confusion and anarchy. Especially well done
is the frenzied mood expressed
by the movement of actors in
Marat's nightmare. However
the final scene has to be one
of the most moving scenes in
recent Bates College theatrical
history as the action on stage
spills over and envelopes the

Specialists in
WESTERN STEER STEAK
AS TOU LIKE IT
COCKTAILS
Hit Lisbon St. Lewistan
Off Tpk. Exit »13
Route 202
Wlnthrop
And Harmon Exit off Bt 95. Banger

As for the play itself, it is
a challenge to the viewers'
understanding. What is the
significance of the setting of
an asylum? What is the relationship between the actors in
de Sade's play and their diseases? How much of the
"script" of de Sade has meaning for the human condition
cf today? These and other
questions can only be answered by the individual viewer
after what is certainly an exhausting play, not only for
him but for the actors as well.

Marat surrounded by inmates.
Caustic From Page 8
Oakland by 10 over Denver
. . . Raiders bounce back, need
this one.
Miami by 6 over Boston . . .
Pats still on trip, Miami a
little too strong.
K.C. by 14 over San Diego
. . . Chiefs want title, Chargers hurting.
Detroit by 10 over Atlanta
. . . Lions looked good against
49ers.
Minnesota by 3 over Cleveland . . . Championship preview, Vikings at home.
Baltimore by 7 over Green
Bay . . . Ask Lombardi what
Colts can do
Dallas t>y 10 over New Orleans . . . could be closer.
New York by 6 over St.
Louis. . . both teams disappointing.
Washington by 7 over Philadelphia . . . Jurgenson better than Snead.
Pittsburgh by 6 over Chicago ... at least Steelers have
offense

EXCLUSIVE
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audience.

LA by 3 over SF . . . this is
always tough.
I feel fairly strongly that
the Giants can beat the Cardinals, only because the Giants
usually play over their heads
for St. Louis.. As far as the
Dallas - New Orleans game,
this is one to keep away from.
The Saints always play well
against the
Cowboys,
yet
everyone knows how explosive
the Cowboys are.
Soccer From Page 8
Bowdain offense. The game,
one of the most physical contests I've ever seen, was typical of the fierce Bates/Bowdoin rivalry.
As it stands right now Bates
and Bowdoin are each tied for
1st in State Series action with
2-1-2 records. Maine, at 2-3-1
and Colby at 1-3-1 are both
out of it. Bates and Bowdoin
each play Colby next week in
games which will decide the
championship.
Comments:
The Bowdoin tie left the
Cats with an overall seasons
mark of 4-3-4.
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Cats downed for fourth loss by Bowdoin;
defensive game outstanding for both squads

Harriers remain undefeated;
take second N. I. A. A. title
by Jeff Larson
Emerson 7th in the FreshLast Tuesday afternoon the man Division. They beat some
Cross Country team swept to real good squads there inits second straight MIAA ti- cluding Coast Guard and Bostle, taking six of the first ton State.
eight places. Big John led the
This Tuesday the team is at
way home for the Cats over Bowdoin for the final dual
the 5-mile hilly Colby course. meet to end the year at 10-0.
The race strategy was for No trouble is expected, it will
the Bates squad to run as a be a good warmup for the
pack over the first two miles, New Englands on Monday
lose most of the opposition, and the ICAAAA's the followand then race for home. It ing week.
was the right call because at
Incidently,
winter
track
the 2-mile mark there was Six practice opens this week and
Batesies, one Bowdie, and one i there appears to be many vaColby runner. Neil Miner j cant spots. If we can get some
hung with Emerson all the!of the old-timers back and
way and finished only 3 sec- some new blood out, things
onds behind
Big
John's could shape up for a very suc25:11.2. The scoring was: cessful winter.
Bates 20, Colby 51, Bowdoin
79, UM 88.
Fine Performance
Liming of Colby snuck into
third just ahead of Tom Doyle
Despite a chance to tie for
who in turn beat out Bowdoin's captain Mark Cuneo. the "A" league championship,
Jim Leahy, Capt. Bob Cool- Smith Middle did not show
idge, and Steve Fillow took up for their encounter with unsixth through eighth places defeated South on Monday.
clinching the victory. There Although South showed up
was only a 50 second spread with only a 6-man squad, the
between our first six runners. consensus among sideline exAl Williams finished a real perts was that South would
have been a slight favorite
fine 11th place.
The first seven finishers in had the two teams met at full
the meet will be awarded spe- strength.
Indeed, Ed Dorr's passes to
cial All-Maine certificates.
So the Harriers add a title Geoff Lading, Steve Hussey,
to their 9-0 record and head and Jim Clark had been effecfor Boston and New York for tive all year, and the South
the big meets. Last Friday line, with Jeff Traub and
they finished third in the Wayne Loosigian was perhaps
Easterns behind Providence I the most fearsome in the
Connecticut. \ league. Middle, who did well
and
Central
There Neil Miner captured to finish a strong second, re9th. Tom Doyle 14th, and John lied basically on good pass

by Steve Rosenblatt
A field goal with 2:57 showing on the clock put Bowdoin
ahead of Bates 13-10 giving
Bowdoin their second consecutive CBB Championship and
giving them a 3-3 record on
the year.
In the first period Bowdoin
received the kickoff but could
get no place. The Cats took
over but were equally unsuccessful at scoring.The first
period continued scoreless as
a fine defensive battle was
building.
In the second quarter Bowdoin drove deep into Bates
territory, but the Bates defense stopped the Bears from
getting a first down and the
Bowdies had to settle for a
field goal later in the period.
Bowdoin scored their only t.d.
of the day on a breakaway
run. It looked as though the
day would end with Bowdoin
in possession and ahead 10-0.
However, Dave Houston picked off a fumbled pitch out
and Bates took over deep in
Bowdoin territory. A few plays
later Steve Boyko carried on
a quarterback sneak for the

GcuAiUc Gotute/i
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by Derek Summer

protection and several clutch
bombs.
Now to be played is the
"A" vs. "B" league championship, which probably won't be
too interesting. Actually, the
playoffs might work better in
the following way: the winner of "A" league plays the
winner of a match between
the "B" league winner and
the second place team in "A"
league. This would reduce
attendance in late season "A"
league games.
Although I don't know
much about this thing called
points spreads, the sports editor of this paper has asked
me to predict this weekend's
pro football scores, so here
goes:
Cincinnati by 7 over Houston . . . Paul Brown can work
wonders.
Jetsby 8 over Buffalo . . .
Depends where Joe's money
is.
Cont. on Page 7, Col. 4
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score. Andy
Maul's
extra from a t.d. but a field goal
point attempt was good. The attempt was good. With time
halftime score was Bowdoin expiring, Bates couldn't score.
10, Bates 7.
The score was Bowdoin 13,
At the beginning of the sec- Bates 10.
ond half Bates received the
The
leading
groundkickoff and drove deep in the gainer for Bates was freshman
Bears territory. Andy Maul Ira Waldman, subbing for an
then kicked a field goal to tie injured Steve Andrick, with 10
the game. From then on the carries for 43 yards. On demomentum of the game waslfense Greg Pac,- Frank Mcwith Bates. The defense fore- | Ginty, and Wick Krot were
ed a fumble when Bowdoin outstanding with the rest of
threatened to score. Roscoe the defensive team playing adLee intercepted a pass, and mirably. This Saturday Bates
the Bowdoin punter on a bad journeys to Waterville to batsnap fumbled on the Bow- tle the Colby Mules in the last
doin 5. Bates could not score game of 1969 season.
on any of these opportunities.
BOX SCORE
Late in game Pete Rubins
1st 2nd 3rd 4th F
fumbled on the punt attempt
and Bowdoin recovered. The Bates
0
7
3
0 10
sturdy defense held Bowdoin Bowdoin 0 10
0
3 13

Booters tie Polar Bears, 1-1;
Colby game decides StateSeries
Intent upon securing at least back was called for a hand
a tie for the MIAA title, the ball inside the penalty area
Bates soccer team traveled to j on a play which he clearly
Bowdoin Saturday morning to!chested the ball — clear, I
face a tough, spirited Polar | guess, to everyone but the ref
Bear eleven. The Cats antici- jwho saw it otherwise!
pated a real battle and that's \ The Cats continued to force
precisely what they got. Both the action but numerous penteams gave it all they had, alties slowly shifted the mobut neither could break a 1-1 mentum to Bowdoin. In the
tie established in the open- second half Bowdoin controling period.
led the offensive play as the
Cats were forced into a 4 fullRecap:
Don Ngnoumen opened the back set-up to compensate for
scoring with just 52 seconds an ejected Sandy Pool. Sandy,
gone as he rapped a shot incidently, played a brilliant
through and past a stunned game only to be tossed out in
Bowdoin defense. Moments the third quarter on another
later the Cats came within questionable call.
Playing against 11 psyched
inches of doubling their lead
Bowdies
and two unbelievable
as Eddy Hibbard barely missed
a scoring opportunity with a referees was difficult, but
1-0 lead the Cats continued Dwight Peavey and the Cat
to press and attack but could defense played superbly in
holding out the Polar Bears.
not score again.
Bill
Hammerstrom saved a
At the 12:44 mark of the
sure
goal
when he headed out
first period Bowdoin knotted
a
shot
that
had passed Peavey
the score at 1-1 on a penalty
shot. The shot came as a re- and Joel Goober, and John
sult of a very poor call by a King made numerous clears
very poor referee. Sandy Pool, and tackles in stopping the
the 'Cats' strong inside fullCon'l. en Pag* 7, Col. S

Bedard

Pharmacy
Inc.

Open Every Day & Night
plus

PRESCRIPTIONS

S & H Green Stamps

Promptly Filled!
*
"YOH rely on ymr .. 11 i
rely mi us"
*
61 College St. Lewiston, Me.
Tel. 784-7521

Lewiston's Busiest Little
Store

BILL DAVIS
SMOKE SHOP
182 LISBON ST. LEWISTON

Thanksgiving
Cards
Christmas
Cards
Largest Selection of
Contemporary Cards
In Maine
OPEN DAILY 1100 KM. TO 2:00 AJC

I

